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SUiv!rVlARY RECORD (PARTIAL)V OF THE SEVJ!,,'N HUNDRED illnl SIXTY-SEVENTH 1!1EETI11"G 

held on \tlednesday, 27 Februaryl974, at 2.35 p.m. 

Chairman: Hr. KIT.:!A Turkey 

POPPY CULTIVATION IDTDER PROPERLY CONTROLLED CONDITIONS SO AS ':PO ~1EE'l' THE WORIJ) 1 S 
REQUJ:RE!.lENTS OF OPIUM FOR l1EDICAL AliD SCENTIFIC PURPOSES (agenda i tern 9) (continued) 
(E/llTCB/21 and Corr.l) 

Hr. SA11SON ( ObserV;'lr for the Netherla.r"ds) 9 spealdng at the invitation of the 
Chairman 9 said that he greatly appreciated the concise and clear language of the report 
of the International Narcotics Control Bo2.rd for 1973 (E/INCB/21 and Corr.l) and vrished 
to associate himself vii th other dele.sations Hhich had paid a tribute to the outstanding 
qualities of the outgoing Preside:ct, f3ir Harry Greenfield, and his colleagues. 

He agreed with many earlier speal{ers - particularly the representatives of the 
United States of America, India, the United Kingdow and Iran - llho had suggested 
(766th meeting) that the cultivation cf the poppy for medical and scientific purposes 
should be studied further vrith a vieu to developing a long-term policy and he proposed 
that the rna tter should be included <'illlong the priority i terns for the Commission 1 s 
t\..renty-sixth session. Like the representative of the United Kingdom, he considered 
that the :Board had a crucial role to play in that sphere. It might for instance 
extrapolate the figures contained in its 1973 report in order to establish detailed 
estimate~:: of morphine production over the next three to five years. 

In vievl of the comments made by the re1;resentathres of India and Iran concerning 
the marginal profitability of poppy cultivation for opium production, he suggested 
that the Commission and "Ghe Board should include the quedion of uorld opium prices 
among the subjects to be covered in the establishment of long-term and medium-term 
policy programmes. · In the meantime, the only >ray of alleviating the problem of world 
opium supplies >vas to malce better use of exLsting resources. The representative of 
India had demonstrated the disadvantages oi using unincised poppy stra\v 9 as advocated 
by the representative of the United States of 1\merica. It 1muld be preferable to 
consider the increased of incised poppy straw, a residual product of opium 
J~roduction 1 >·rhich uould be <'. lm,<-risk method of meetinc the grmring demand for codeine. 
The technology >va3 already 2.vailable and there uould be no need to increase the acreage 
of poppy Gul ti ·mtion. He ho:r;·ed the.t the Comrnission 1 s discussions vould result in some 
progress in the 8olution of that problc:m. 

Mr. LOGAR.il..S (Cbserver for Greece), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman, 
associated himself I·Ti th the representative of the Netherla>.1ds in thax1king the outgoing 
President of DJC13 and his colleagues :J:',:)r the remarkable vork they had done. He reminded 
the Commission that Greece had been among the opium-producing countries in accordance 
vri th the provisions of article 6 (Ir,tel·na.tional trCLde in opiur:1) of the 1953 Protocol 
but had decided, in January 1973, to prohibit the cultivation of the opium poppy. 
'rhe Greelr Narcotics ttce was very often obliged to curtail by 20 - per cent 
the quanti ties of opium supplied to manufacturers of cough mixtures and analgesic 
compounds. Yet the demand for codeine H<',s increasing? since Greek doctors preferred 
to use codeine rather than synthetic derivatives, vrhich 'iiere less effective. Thc:;,t 
situation should not cause any concern to the United ITa tions, ~Jince codeine had never 
been used in Greece for the illicit manufacture of narcotic drugs. 

life> summary record llas prepared for the rest of the meetil1.e;. 
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Greece shared the hoJ;es of other countries that the research on Papaver bracteatum 
would be successful in the near future e.Td ;,.rould s:Jl v2 the of codeine 
requirements for therapeutic purposes. Nevertheless, he did not share the optimism of 
certain delegations regarding the possibility of developing strong analgesic drugs 
which did not lead to drug dependence. 

~~. DOBRESCU (nomania) said that Romaniru1 doctors rarely used morpl1ine as arL 
analsesic,-since there uere many other products with the same qualities, but they 
preferred codeine to other cough medicines, because it vas L"rJ.ore effective. Research 
was now being carried out to discover nev substances uith comparable effectiveness but 
it had not yet been possible to ectablish the relationship betveen the chemical 
structure of substances and their qualities in the relief of coughing, and it might 
take several years before that research produced any results. Conseguentli, he agreed 
vlith delegations 1vhich believed that it uan necessary to deal 2.t once w·ith the 
practical aspects of the problem, ui th e. vieiv to findinG inte:rmediate solutions. 

Romania 11as able to meet half of its domestic reguirementc for codeine from poppy 
strmv produced from its crops of Papaver somniferum. The remainder of its requirements 
>·mre met by imports of pure codeine. The method proposed by the representative of 
the United States of America 1ras intereoting, but. thG objections raised by the 
representative of India should be considered very carefully, In the immediate future, 
Romania >vas intending to start the cultivation a::: Papaver bracteatum cmd to co-operate 
-vrith all Statos that had opted .for that solution. 

Dr. ELLIHGTCJH (JaElaica) said th~~-t effor".;s to control the illicit traffic had 
had some adverse effects on the supply of cod.eine for medical and scientific purposes. 
There was a need for morphine aYJ.d even more for codeine, and at preoent no oynthetic 
substitutes were available. The problem lvas there:.::'ore to determine 11hich of the 
various proposals put f'oruard Has most likely to mal;:e good the ])resent shortage of 
codeine. 

The plan to intensify research to develop new varieties of Papaver somniferum 
vrith a higher morphine or opium content vras :not likely to be ouccessful in the 
immediate future. The use of thebaine as a raw· mnterial, although perfectly feasible 
on a laboratory scale, had not yet :;::eached the otaGe of commercial exploitation. 
'J.lhe representative of the United States of America, for his part, had suggested that 
the present acreace nmr under poppy cul ti vat ion nhould be twed more efficiently. 

The representative of Czechoslovakia h2.d stated (766th meeting) that control 
measures uere normally applied in the manufacture of norphine .from poppy strmv, among 
\vhich -vrere the improved extraction teclmiques and the use of incised rather thru1 
unincised material. The treatment of poppy stra-vr o.p~?eared to be the most likely way 
of providing the codeine that vras so badly needed. Hm.,rever, that method required 
further examination, as the representative oi' the United States and the Chief of the 
United :Ha tions L:::cboratol'Y (?66th meeting) had ad.mi tted. His delegation believed that 
the ideas expressed by the United States representative on the sul1ject deserved serious 
attention. 

rtr. VAILLE (F:rance) c:aid that the Board 1 s report for 1973 represented a good 
starting ::;o1ilt-"?Or-Gol ving the various problems, ~vhich could be considered from tl.'i'O 
aspects: demand and cupply. \lith regard to demand, uor1d consumption of codeine and 
pholcodine vas still increasing steadily. In J:i'rance 9 although the consumption of 
codeine and eth;ylmorphine had levelled off i~1 the past four years, demand for 
pholcodine -vras still increasing. It Has inportan t to remember, houever, that the 
posoloc;y used cough medicines varied c:onsiclerably fror::1 country to country, 
depending on the qualities that uere demanded of them. For example, the amounts of 
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codeine used in Fra.YJ.ce in tablets uere only a third of the amounts used in the 
United States of &~erica and the injectable form of codeine was no longer used in 
therapy because of the risk of dependence inherent in that method. Horeover, some 
pharmacologists considered t:r.at codeine vras not essential, since it treated the 
symptoms rather thc:.:1 the cause of a particvlar condition. Tl:c: synthetics so far 
developed did not have the same antitussive effect on the humru1 system as codeine. 

vii th regard to supply ,it -vras clear thst 1!Jlroduction had not been sufficient 
to maintain stocks in 1973, that poppy straw was playing a more important part than in 
the past and that synthetics still left something to be desired. It was difficult to 
make any forecasts for the future, the Indian Government should be authorized to expand 
its opiurn produ_ction, on the understanding that lea};:ages to the illicit traffic would 
be excluded. At the same time, the Board should supply b1dia with all the necessary 
information on the 1mrld situation, both to ensure that it did not produce opium in 
amounts that were contrary to its mm interests and those of the \rorld community, and 
also to enable it to comply v:i th the provisions of aJ.'ticle 24 (Limitation on 
production of opium for international trade) 1 paragraph l, of the 1961 Convention. 

\'lith regard to the advantages and dra\rbacks of the various procedm·es suggested 
for meeting vrorld needs, he said that the production of stra\·r from Papaver sor.miferum 
(ripe poppy capsules) gave a high yield (1.2 kg of morphine per hectare) and did not 
requhe a great deal of agricultural equipment~ 1-rhich meant that that method 1-ras 
profitable for the grower. I-Ii th regard to strav from the green poppy, research 
undertaken in France had confirmed that one hectare of green ::JOppy stra1: yielded 
almost as much morphine as a hectare of opium poppy strait - from 2 to 3 kg. Also, 
1-reather hazards could be avoided and the cultivated areas reduced, and, lastly, 
industrial harvesting took place at a tine uhen it 1vas already possible to begin the 
incision oi' the cal':lsules, oo that leakac;ec to the illicit traffic uere ru.led out. 
Hovrever, in processing the product, sizeable industrial installations uere reql,lired 
for stabilization and dryint;, and the costs of the I!lethod '.-mre therefore comparable 
1li th those for the extraction of alkaloids. vh th regard to Papaver bracteatum, on 
v1hich there \las still only limited information, there uere grounds for hoping that the 
yield would be 10 to 30 kG of thebaine per hectare. Cultivation of Papaver 'bractea~ 
vrould reduce the risk of illicit traffic, stnce morphine Has not involved and the 
plants 1vere productive only after 2 to 3 yed.I's. In the long term, that variety of 
poppy appeared to offer a sound and economic solution. 

There 1-rere some obstacles to the industrial manufacture of synthetics. In the 
first place, synthetics iJere not particularly profitable; and secondly, as a result of 
action taken by 1.-JHO extensive testing 1ras required before authorization to launch a 
neu product on the market uas granted. Research prospects ivere probably best in the 
uni versi tieG, t·rhich should be encourac;ed by vlHO to continue their research vri th a view 
to discovering anti tussi ves capable of competing \-lith codein"l. The United Nations 
Laboratory might continue the research, begun in Hungary a feu yee:rs previously, on 
the varieties of poppy from -vrhich codeine could be extracted. 

France i-Tas a.:-;ainst the idea of encouraging new countries to produce opium, because 
of the difficulties involved in exercising effective control. As the President of 
IlTCB and the representative of the United States of America had pointed out 
(766th meeting), it uas practically impoosible to control leakages in cases uhere the 
geographical situation of the pop:py grouing countries offered ample opportunities 
for them~ Furthermore, it uas um1ecessary for the Secretariat to undertalce new 
research on Papaver somniferum strav, in vieu of the results of several decades of 
experience given in the IJ'TCB :publication Statistics on Narcotic Drugs for 1972 
furnished by Goverr..ments in accordance ui th the international"t'i:eaties and maximum 
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levels of opium stocks ~ ~~d trueing into account the fact that both manufacturing 
methods and yields varied from country to country. 'rhe possibilities for improvement 
in that area seemed to be limited. 

In conclusion, he considered that the situation ''i th regard to uorld supplies of 
opilun for medical purposes should not cause lli~due alarm, but that long-term studies 
should be undertrucen to adjust supply to demand, 

Mr. NOTOHASHI (Japan) said that, although some experts believed that all 
opiates could be replaced by synthetic drugs, medical practitioners l·tere still 
demanding considerable quantities of opiates. ln Japan, opium production Has 
declining from year to year and the aflount produced for medical use was negligible. 
For medical and scientific purposes, therefore, Japan depended almost entirely on 
imports and \vas experiencing considerable dii'ficul ty in obtaining supplies. 

99 per cent of the opiates used in medicine vere used in the form of codeine 
phosphate and hydrocodone phosphate for the relief of coughing, vJhile the remainder Has 
used in the form of morphine for the relief of pain. The shortage of opium -vms so 
serious in Japan that the Goverr .. .ment vras attempting to develop synthetic substances 
and techniques for extracting opium from poppy strmr, and it vias also promoting an 
incentive system for poppy cultivator::;. In vie\-r of the medical situation in Japan, 
there vrere no grounds for hoping either that demand vrould decline or that it could be 
met entirely by domestic })l~oduction. Japan 1vould therefore l:aYe to continue to ioport 
opium from abroad. 

His delec;ation felt that the cultivation of the poppy under properly controlled 
conditions should be continued, in order to meet vTOrld requirements of opium for 
medical w1d scientific purposes. 1Uso, research on methods of ~mproving the yield and 
the quality of opium - and on poppy stra\·r opium e::draction techniques - should be 
encoUJ..'aged. Similar encouragement should be given to research on synthetic drugs and 
on !apaver bracteatum~ 

- ·11Ir. KlRCA (Turkey) said that the discussion had thro>m light on hm key 
points. First, all delegations \·Jere agTeed that the supply of opium might be 
insufficient to meet 1,10rld medical and scientific requirements but there was some 
difference of opinion as to the extent of the shortfall and the urgency of the position. 
Secondly, there \ras no agreement concerninG the methods to be used for solving the 
problem. 

His delegation believed that in the search for :::elutions it uas essential to bear 
constantly in mind the provisions of the relevant international treaties. The 
solutions to be n.nulied should be in line uith the nrovisions of those treaties which 

... .I.: ..... 

determined the rights and oblic;ations of States partiRs. In particular, there was no 
provision in the 1961 Convention which could be invoked as a legal basis for granting 
a de facto monopoly or semi-monopoly to one country singled out as the only country 
qualified to supply all or most of the 1mrld vi th opium. 

That solution uould be tantamount to asking other States parties to the Convention 
tc undertalce - virtually for ever - to refrain from cultivating the opium poppy, though 
no such undertaking \vas included in.any of the legal instruments at present in force. 
A State •ms entitled to permit the cultivation of the opium poppy on its terri tory, in 
accordance v1i th the conditionn laid dmm in the Convention, ru1.d it vlas also entitled 
to :prohibit cultivation. The decision rested uith it, ru1d with it alone. 

~ United I:~ations publication, Sales No. E. 73-XI.ll. 
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Consequently, States should remember that any measures they might advocate over 
and above the obligations arising from the existing conventions would have the force 
only of mere suggestions. If they lost sight of that elementary truth, they might 
find themselves embarking on a hazardous course and might be exposed to misunderstanding~: 
and friction. In the opinion of his Goverr. 1ent, consideratio should be given to 
every possible measure ilhich vras licit and in conformity Mi th the 1961 Convention and 
would provide a genuine solution to the problem of the opium shortage. 

IV!r. EYRIES VAIJVIASEDA (Observer for Spain), speaking at the invitation of 
the Chairman, said that as supplies - particularly of codeine and other products 
frequently used in medicine - were inadequate to meet existing requirements, measures 
should be considered for increasing production and evt the same time effective 
control over crops. 

In his vievt, it uas esoential to achieve a balance between the use of the opium 
poppy and poppy strm1 for the extraction of substances used in medicine. Control 
of poppy stra1v was much easier. Consequently, more use should be made of poppy straiv 
and possibly of other plant species. 

He agreed with the recommendation contained at the end of paragraph 43 of the 
assessment appended to the report of the International Narcotics Control Board for 
1973 under the heading 11 'Jlhe supply of opium for licit manufacture 11

, to the effect 
that 11 i t 1vould seem prudent to examine the future planning of normal resources of raw 
materials, with a vie\v to providing not only for meeting those requirements but also 
for rebuilding stockz 11

• In that 11ay, the situation in the international market could 
be regularized. A study should also be made of the possibilities offered by other 
sources. 

I'1r. OLIVIERI (Argentina) said his delegation concidered that improvement of 
controls and technology v1ere the key factors. In that respect, its position uas 
identical \vi th the vie\vs expressed by the President of INCB and the representative of 
the United States of America. 

The decisions i::o be taken should not j terfere 1vi th the • J;!asures hitherto applied 
and should not impair the results they had e,chieved. The President of INCB had 
rightly stressed the need to keep the problem vii thin reasonable bounds. 

The representative of S1ritzerland, for his part, had dravn1 attention (766th 
rneeti:r1g) to one point of cap:i.tal importance, namely, the existing relationship - from 
the point of vie1r of the Board 1 s responsibilities - bst\,reen the control exercised in 
pursuance of the conventions in force and the obligation, also expressed in those 
instruments to meet licit requirements. At the sa~e time, as the Board indicated in 
paragraph 42 of the assessment appended to its report for 1973, many factors which 
could affect future prospects uere not yet accurately predictable. 

His delegation advocated research on Papaver somniferum and Papaver bracteatum, 
and thought that the United Nations Laboratory should be asked to undertake studies on 
morphine and poppy straH. 

His Government so considered that measures should be taken to rebuild opium 
stocks, and he agreed uith the representative .of the United States of America that the 
question of opiuw supplies should remain under consta.11t attention. 
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Dr. JOIDJSON-ROMUALD (Togo) noted that the members of the Commission >vere 
agreed that the demand for opium for licit purposes exceeded available supplies. 
Governments had applied the control measures conscientiously, and it now appeared that 
opium poppy cul ti vat ion was insufficient to meet >rorld requirements of opium for 
medical and scientific purposes. Nevertheless, as the President of INCB had stressed, 
the situation tvas not alarming; >vha t vias required merely was to find a remedy. The 
international community had a collective responsibility in the matter and, in his view, 
the Commission should meet annually, even if only for short sessions, to keep a close 
·vratch on the application of the strategy decided upon. .Armual sessions t·rere fully 
justified in view of the magnitude of the problem. 

India, as an opium-exporting country, had a very heavy responsibility. In the 
search for a solution, the international community had m&~ factors operating in its 
favour. One vias that India was Hell avrare of its responsibilities. As its 
representative had stressed at the 766th meeting, the problem had many facets - legal, 
agronomic, economic, sociological and climatic - uhich meant that India could not 
increase its production ad infinitum. It had also been pointed out that poppy straw 
could substantially increase the supply of alkaloids. 

Lastly, it should be borne in mind that the key problem uas the possibility of 
diversions to the illicit market. As the Gover1~ents of cmu1tries other than India 
were not sufficiently sure of the effectiveness of their controls, it Has impossible to 
envisage the cultivation of the opium poppy else>·rhere. Research 1vas in progress on 
Pap~ver bracteatum, but could not bear fruit for several years. 

The delegetions of Ir~~ and Yugoslavia had raised the question (766th meeting) of 
the price of opium, 1rhich vras a factor of considerable importance. The representative 
of India had said that the various costs Hhich his Government had to pay left a 
relatively slim profit margin, and the representative of Iran had advocated an 
objective revieH of the price of opium. Cultivation of the opiwn poppy under properly 
controlled conditions vTas a valuable service to the international community, but it 
should be properly remunerated. Horeover, there uas ahvays a risk that production 
might be diverted to the illicit ma2•ket if trafficlcers offered a higher price. If the 
grower obtained a fair profit from his harvest, he would no longer be interested in 
selling to traffickers. 

It had been stated that an increase in the price of opium might operate to the 
advantage of synthetic products. T}le representative of France had indicated the 
limits of that risk. Industrialists hesitated to manufacture synthetic products, 
because they >vere not commercially viable and their manufacture Has subject to ve.rious 
administrative and medical controls. 

The French delegation had nevertheless said. it '\Jas opposed to an increase in 
opium poppy cultivation, and that such a measure 1vould be a step bacln1ards rather 
than for>mrds. The Togolese delegation also took that vie~ll. 

In conclusion, he said that the statements by the representatives of India and the 
United States of America, as v1ell as the pertinent parac;raphs in the Board 1 s report 
for 1973 and the positive contributions made by various delegations during the 
discussion would enable the Con~ission to obtain a clear picture of the problem and to 
apply a rational strategy for its solution. 
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Mr. SVIRIDOV (Union of Soviet Socic::~list Republics) said that he would not 
refer again to the Soviet Union 1 :; position on opium production and the problem of 
substitutes for codeine, since its vimvs on those matters had already been stated at 
earlier meetings. He wished merely to repeat that measures \,rere being taken in the 
Soviet Union for the gradual replacement of the opium poppy b~' poppy straw in morphine 
production. Production of poppy stra>< was strictly and efficiently controlled, as was 
indicated in paragraph 28 of the Board's report for 1973. 

His delegation -vras a-vrare of the difficulties - referred to by several delegations -
vrhich might face a vast country such as India if it >·rere compelled to switch abrubtly 
to the production of poppy straw. Nevertheless, as the Indian and other delegations had 
pointed out, the position should not be over-dramatized. The situation in all its 
aspects should be evaluated objectively, and no undue emphasis should be given to any 
one factor. 

The representative of L1dia had made several very sound proposals; he.had stressed, 
inter alia, that the measures to be trucen should be taken by producers and consumers 
alike. He agreed with the representatives of Togo and Yugoslavia that, in studying 
the problem as a whole, adequate attention should be given to measures for the 
repression of the illicit traffic. 

The French and Turkish delegations had stressed the need to act prudently and 
cautiously. The United States or America had placed particular emphasis on the 
desirability of research in certain fields. 

It seemed, then, that the Commission was determined to study the question as a 
whole and consider all its aspects. It should avoid any hasty decisions that might 
ignore certain aspects of the situation. He therefore agreed with the United States 
representative that, rather than adopta resolution, 'the Commi£?sion should merely 
include in its report an account of the discussions on the item. 

Mr. JASJIT SINGH (India) recalled that the representative of Irru1 had 
mentioned the question of the prices paid by manufacturers to producer countries and 
by the latter to growers, and had stressed t>mt prices should r9 sufficiently 
remunerative. The representative or the Ue-r;herlands had suggested that the question of 
prices should be included in the agenda for the Commission's twenty-sixth session. The 
Indian delegation could not support that suggestion, mainly because price-fixing was 
the responsibility of Governments. The fixing of the prices to be p~id to ~rowers was 
a complex problem, first because prices had to be high enough to discourage growers 
from selling their production in the illicit market, and secondly, because they had to 
be low enough not to encourage 6Towers to abandon altogether the cultivation of 
essential crops such as rice and vrheat. Export prices were also fixed by Governments, 
and the most that the Commission could do 1·ras to make recommendations on the subject. 

Since the representative of France had referred to the extraction of morphine 
from the green poppy, he vlished to stress that, in his statement at the 766th 
meeting, he had not been referring to the green poppy bFt to poppy straw. The 
representatives of France and '.rogo had said they \Jere convinced that India was able 
to control opium production within its frontiers, and he >dshed to state that the 
Indian Government w·ould spare no effort to that end. 

The discussions had focused attention on the two essential features of the problem, 
namely, the obligation to prevent drug abuse and the obli~ation to provide enough 
medicaments to relieve the physical suffering of mankind. It was the responsibility of 
Governments to comply with those two obligations as expressed in the 1961 Convention. 
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The representative of the United States of America had suggested that the 
Commicsion might dispense uith the adoption of a formal resolution. The Indian 
delegation hoped that~ if no resolution v.rere ,it would still be possible to give 
effect to the suggestions that had been made concerning research, and that the 
United Nations La bora tory -v10uld take the necessary steps. 

Hr. SAMSON (Observer for the Nether lands), speaking at the invitation of 
the Chairman, v'lished to malce it clear to the Indian representative that the 
Netherlands did not believe that the Cow~ission should undertake a detailed study of 
the question of prices but simply that any medium-term or long-term programme that 
might be adopted to deal vri th future supplies should talce account of the price factor. 
Price-fixing was, of course, the prerogative of Governments. He thought that a 
slight increase in prices - >Thich lvould still be fixed by Governments - might 
alleviate the present problem. 

The CHAIRl'·lAl~ noted that it Has clear from the discussions that the question 
of poppy cultivation Ltnder properly controlled conditions needed to be studied 
further. For that purpose, INCB should continue its analyses and submit reports, as 
it had done in the past. It would also be particularly helpful if the United Nations 
Laboratory could make some suggestions as to the areas in vlhich research should be 
undertal~en. The Division of Narcotic Drugs might 1rell submit a report on the question 
at the Commission 1 s twenty-sixtl1 session. 

~1e suggestions made during the present session should be tal{en into account in 
establishing the programme of work and priorities for the tuenty-sixth session. The 
Commission i'lOuld also have to decide to talce note of the report of INCB for 1973 
(E/INCB/21 and Carr .1) and the comments on it made by delegations. 

The discussion covered in the_2m;,nmary record ended at 4 .:;o J?·~· 




